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### Title:
People of the Philippines v. Romeo De Castro and Randolf Pabanil

### Facts:
On August 16, 2006, in Makati City, Philippines, Senior Police Officer II Orlando De Leon
was murdered following a series of altercations involving him and the appellants, Romeo De
Castro and Randolf Pabanil, among others. Due to Eric De Castro’s death, the case against
him was dismissed, leaving Romeo and Randolf as the primary appellants. Following the
arraignment,  where  the  appellants  pleaded  not  guilty,  a  trial  ensued  detailing  the
circumstances leading to De Leon’s death.

In the early hours of the day in question, following a sequence of confrontational exchanges
that started at a bakery and culminated outside the establishment, De Leon was assaulted
by the appellants and their associates with a variety of objects including an LPG tank, which
ultimately led to his fatal injuries.

After their arrest, the appellants and their accomplices were charged with Murder under
the pertinent provisions of Philippine law. The Regional Trial Court (RTC) of Makati City,
Branch 66, found the appellants guilty of murder, acquitted Roland Pabanil, and imposed
the penalty of reclusion perpetua alongside other compensatory damages. On appeal, the
Court  of  Appeals  upheld  the  RTC’s  decision  with  some  modifications  concerning  the
damages awarded.

### Issues:
1.  Whether  the  qualifying  circumstance  of  abuse  of  superior  strength  was  properly
appreciated.
2. Whether the defense of self-defense or defense of a relative was tenable.
3. The amount of damages awarded by the lower court.

### Court’s Decision:
The Supreme Court dismissed the appeal and affirmed the Court of Appeals’ decision, ruling
that:
1. The qualifying circumstance of abuse of superior strength was correctly appreciated as
the appellants used excessive force out of proportion to the means of defense available to
the victim, who was already helpless when attacked.
2. The defense of self-defense or defense of a relative was not tenable since there was no
unlawful aggression on the part of the victim, a prerequisite for such defenses.
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3. The adjustments in the amounts of damages awarded by the Court of Appeals were
proper, and the imposition of an interest rate on the monetary awards was confirmed.

### Doctrine:
This case reiterates the doctrine that to take advantage of superior strength, the attackers
must use excessive force out of proportion to the means of defense available to the person
attacked. Additionally, unlawful aggression is a prerequisite for justifying circumstances
such as self-defense or defense of a relative.

### Class Notes:
–  **Key Elements of  Murder under Philippine Law**:  (1)  A person was killed;  (2)  The
accused killed him; (3) The killing was attended by a qualifying circumstance; (4) The killing
is neither parricide nor infanticide.
– **Abuse of Superior Strength**: Using excessive force disproportionate to the victim’s
means of defense.
– **Unlawful Aggression**: A mandatory condition for self-defense or defense of a relative.

### Historical Background:
This case underscores the critical analysis of qualifying circumstances such as abuse of
superior strength and the principle of unlawful aggression within the context of Philippine
criminal  law,  illustrating  the  judiciary’s  approach  to  assessing  criminal  liabilities  and
defenses in homicide cases.


